Release Notes – sceneCOM
Valid for the following Tridonic products:
 28002680 sceneCOM L
 28002681 sceneCOM XL
 28002682 sceneCOM XL EM
 28002683 sceneCOM XL EM BAC
 28003778 sceneCOM evo DA2

sceneCOM 3.0.1
26.08.2022
New functions:
 REST API & MQTT enhancement:
Sensor data and emergency lighting information
Improvements:
 Security package
 Service page
 Operating system updated to Debian 10 LTS
(one file, Debian 10 operating system image with sceneCOM software version 3.0.1 including platform version
3.0.1)
 Secure interface to em-LINK v3 (based on REST&MQTT)
Changes:
 Menu APP, Log and Faults APP switched to new library (REACT)
 REST API & MQTT enabled by default (automatic licensing during update)
Note:
Due to a change in operating system, a complete system image with sceneCOM software and platform is
installed on the control device with a single update file (250 MB) and the configuration is restored. Therefore
please note the hardware update path.
With sceneCOM CL it may take some time to distribute this large package to the control devices. As a result, the
interface may incorrectly assume that the update could not be performed and an error message may appear;
however the update will start within half an hour because the update will only run on all control devices at the
same time when all control devices have successfully received the package.
After the update, the date and time must be checked and corrected if necessary.
For sceneCOM v3, an update from em-LINK v2 to em-LINK v3 is required.

sceneCOM 2.16.6
21.03.2022
Improvements:
 sceneCOM version 2.16.6 has new default timeouts. The default timeout value is now set to 10 minutes for
both functions and duration tests.

sceneCOM 2.16.5
21.12.2021
Improvements:
 sceneCOM version 2.16.5 provides a correction for a critical security vulnerability in widely used java library
called “log4j”
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sceneCOM 2.16.2
28.5.2021
New features:
 Network settings of controllers are now also stored in backup files
Improvements:
 GUI problems with Chrome v90
 Special luminaires are not available during creation
 Configuration and addressing issues fixed
 GUI issues with “double-click” actions on Windows based touchpanels
 Daylight linked relay modules have been partly not reacting
 Missing and wrong pictures in Czech language

sceneCOM 2.16.1
8.4.2021
New features:
 Support of DALI-2 certified sensors (daylight and presence) – only available on sceneCOM evo DA2 HW!
 Support of DALI-2 certified push-button input couplers – only available on sceneCOM evo DA2 HW!
 User management
 Controller linking via Ethernet
 Software license handling
 Czech language support
Improvements:
 Optimized algorithm for DALI-2 sensors
 New types of BACnet datapoints for optimization of BMS integration
Bug fixes:
 Various improvements on User Interface
 Improvements on sensor configuration and commissioning
 Various improvements on system stability

sceneCOM 2.14.0
19.10.2020
Bug fixes:
 Icons are missing for specific devices in BACnet
 "mode of operation" is not working for the whole room
 Copying scenes for areas doesn't work
 cond scene recall looses all Entries after copying and changing the effective range
 After refresh localhost is displayed instead of the IP-address
 Day/night show not supported for the special cases: day period goes over midnight, polar day, polar night
 emergency automatic test does not start
 Visual issues on home screen
 Conditional scene recall: copied twilight entry doesn't work
 Scene configuration/settings is only saved after edit/confirm (No change when scene is recalled)
 Page title - Misleading page title
 Overlapping timeframes result in an endless waiting screen
 Wrong alignment of the TRIDONIC logo on the homescreen
 Update do not refresh web-page
 Backup Restore is not working, displaying an error pop up during the process
 Show doesn't start when scene is called by operating device
 Infinity: Show preview indicates wrong running state information
 Show doesn't start if scene is triggered by automation service
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sceneCOM 2.9.2
Bug fixes:
 BACnet: EDE export does not work
 Show: intensity cannot be disabled in show
 Show: show cannot be imported

sceneCOM 2.8.1
31.7.2019
Improvements:
 Function test: one or more self-contained emergency luminaires report “emergency operation” status during a
function test. The test is now completed for the remaining self-contained emergency luminaires.
 Size of firmware file has been reduced.
Bug fixes:
 Show sometimes has wrong values when scene is recalled...
 Show sometimes does not work...

sceneCOM 2.7.0
6.5.2019
Software changes and improvements in this release:
 Fixed possible problems with Emergency testbook export
 Fixed possible fault lock state of Emergency luminaires
 Fixed possible download failure of a configured Show
 Fixed wrong texts and images in the Web interface
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